
Reflective Writing #1 
Due Monday 10/4 
 
You may use these writing prompts in a variety of ways.  You may choose to answer only one of the prompts.  
This may also mean that you choose to focus on one part of the prompt.  It is not necessary to address every 
question posed; these are meant to spark thought and give direction.  You may also choose to answer several 
of the prompts either separately or together.  Please indicate which prompt(s) you are responding to at the 
top of your paper or throughout the paper as you begin to address a different prompt.  Please include only the 
number, do not repeat the prompt. 
 
The goal of these papers is to reflect upon the ideas presented in the course and to think critically about 
popular culture.  It is highly encouraged to introduce popular culture from your life wherever appropriate.  
Also feel free to include new perspectives on cultural experiences from your past or present or thoughts you 
have as you observe culture both on and off campus. 
 
Readings for this week: 
 
Storey, J. (2009) Introductory Guide to Cultural Theory and Popular Culture. Chapter 1 – What is Popular 
Culture? (Pg. 1-19) 
 
Sturken, M. and Cartwright, L. (2001) Practices of Looking: An Introduction to Visual Culture. Chapter 1 (10-42). 
 
Morris, E. (2008, August 11). Photography as a Weapon [Electronic version]. The New York Times. Retrieved on 
September 26, 2010, from http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/08/11/photography-as-a-weapon. 
 
Writing Prompts: 
 
(1) Having completed the “Self-guided Tour of Popular Culture” and read Storey’s chapter on popular culture 

what are your thoughts and reactions?  How did your understanding of popular culture differ from 
Storey’s?  Did your understanding match up to one of Storey’s definitions?  How does reading this 
academic introduction change your perspective about popular culture? 

 
(2) Both Storey and Sturken/Cartwright talk about ideology in their discussion of popular culture.  What did 

you think of their discussion of ideology?  Had you previously thought much about this topic or how 
systems of belief underlie popular culture?  If not, how did this change your thinking and the way you look 
at popular culture?  What are some examples of the ideology that underlie contemporary popular culture?   

 
(3) Errol Morris talks about the myth of photographic truth.  Can you think of other images that either in the 

past or present have falsely made a claim to the truth?  Does the discussion in Morris and the related 
section in Sturken/Cartwright make you think differently about images and photographic truth?  In Morris’ 
interview Professor Farid speaks of a “new generation [that] will be thinking about images differently”.  
Given the proliferation of digital images and manipulation do you think your generation thinks about 
images differently and/or has less faith in photographic truth? 

 

http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/08/11/photography-as-a-weapon

